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Abst ract - -Assume that (I)(x) = (¢i(x),.. . ,~br(X)) T, x E R d is a vector-valued function sat- 
isfying the refinement equation @(x) = ~keh Cka2( Ax -- k) for some finite set A of Z d and some 
r x r matrices c a. In [1], the requirements for (I) to have accuracy p are given in terms of some 
complicated matrix generated by mask. But how to characterize accuracy via symbol is an unsolved 
question in [1]. In this paper, we give accuracy conditions in frequency domain, i.e., conditions (1.19) 
and (1.20). By using accuracy conditions (1.19) and (1.20), we construct he superfunction which is 
very important o characterize approximation of shiff-invariant space. Furthermore, we prove that 
(see Section 3) condition (1.19) is sufficient for refinable smooth functions to have accuracy p in the 
case of isotropic matrix dilation (i.e., (1.20) is redundant). (~) 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights 
reserved. 
Keywords - -Accuracy ,  Symbol, Refinable functions, Superfunction. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let {ck} be a finitely supported r x r matrix sequence, A a d × d matrix with all eigenvalues 
of modulus > 1, and C rxi (C ixr) the space of r x 1 column (1 x r row) vectors with complex 
entr ies .  The  vector -va lued  funct ion  (I) = (¢1 , . . . ,  e r )  T : R d --~ C rx l  is a so lu t ion  of the  fo l lowing 
funct iona l  equat ion :  
(x) = E ck@ (Ax-  k).  (1.1) 
kE Z ,z 
Equation (1.1) is called refinement equation, the sequence c is called a refinement mask, and the 
matrix A is called dilation matrix. 
Define 
m(~) = IdetA] - i  E cke-ik~" 
kEZ ,~ 
Then m(~) is an r x r matrix with trigonometric polynomial entries. We call m(~) the symbol 
of the refinement equation (1.1) or the vector-valued function (I). In the Fourier domain, the 
functional equation (1.1) can be written as 
= 
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where the Fourier transform of the vector-valued function ¢ is defined componentwise, namely, 
~(~) = (¢1(~), ' ' ' ,  Cr(~)) "Y with q~j(~) = frt~ ¢3(x) e-iez dx. Any functions atisfying the refine- 
ment equation (1.1) or (1.2) are called refinable functions. 
The one-dimensional case (d = 1) with A = 2 integer and a scalar function (r = 1) leads to 
N the familiar equation ¢(x) = ~k=o ck¢(2x -- k). This is the starting point for construction of 
orthogonal wavelet bases for L2(R) [2]. The multidimensional case (d > 1) with a single function 
(r = 1) leads to multidimensional wavelet bases for L2(R d) [3]. The one-dimensional case (d = 1) 
with multiple functions (r > 1) leads to multiwavelets [4]. 
In this paper, we are interested in the accuracy of multiple refinable functions. We study the 
general multidimensional, multifunction case (d > 1, r > 1) with an arbitrary dilation matrix A. 
Let S(q~) be the linear span of the multi-integer translates of the functions ¢1, . . . ,¢r .  The 
space S(q~) is called a principal shift-invariant (PSI) space if r = 1, and a finite shift-invariant 
(FSI) space if r > 1. We say that the vector-valued function • has accuracy p if all multivariable 
polynomials with total degree less than p can be reproduced from linear combinations of multi- 
integer translates of the functions ¢1, . . . ,  ¢r, or equivalently, Hp-1 C S(q~), where YIp-1 denotes 
the linear space of all polynomials in d variable of total degree at most p - 1. In wavelet 
theory, accuracy is a desirable property of scaling function. The accuracy p of orthogonal scaling 
function leads to the p vanishing moment of wavelets. In image processing, it implies that 
the polynomial components of the filtered signal will not leak into the high-pass band, which 
improves compression. There is a close relation between the regularity and the accuracy of 
refinable functions [5-7]. The accuracy also concerns the approximation of shift-invariant space. 
There is a large literature on the connection between accuracy and order of approximation [8-13]. 
For 1 _< q < oo, let Lq(R d) be the Banach space of all complex-valued measurable functions f 
on R d such that [If[[q < cx2, where [[f[[q := (fRd If(x)[ q dx) 1/q for 1 _< q < cx~ and [IfHoo is the 
essential supremum of f on R d. For Cj E Lq(Rd), j = 1 , . . . , r  and h > 0, define Sh(~b) = 
{ f ( . /h )  : f E S(a2) n Lq(Rd)}. We say that S(~) provides Lq-approximation of order p if for 
every sufficiently smooth function f in Lq(R d) satisfies dis(f, Sh)q < cfh p for any h > 0, where 
dis(f, Sh)q := infaes,, {[If - gi[q. We say that S(~) provides density order p if for each sufficiently 
smooth function f in Lq(Rd), limh-~0 dis(f, Sh)q/h p = O. 
We use the standard multi-index notation x ~ = x~ 1.. ~'~ • x d , where x = (x l , . . . ,Xd)  T E R d 
and a = (a l , . . . , ad)  -r with each ai a nonnegative integer. The length of a is defined to be 
[al = al  + .." + ad. We say a has degree s if its length is s. The number of multi-indices a of 
degree s is d~ = ( ~+d-1 . We write /3 < a if Zi < ai for i = _ . . . ,  d. Denote 
(~)  = { (a l ) .0 ,  131 "" (ad)  ' i f t3 i<a i ' f ° revery i '~d  if 3i > ai, for some i. 
For j = 1 , . . . ,  d, Dj denotes the partial differential operator with respect o the jth-coordinate. 
Let D = (D1, . . .  ,Dd) 3-. For multi-integer # = (#1,. . . ,#d) T, D" is the differential operator 
D~ 1 . . .D~ d. 
A function f in L I (R  d) is said to satisfy the Strang-Fix conditions of order p if 
D a ]  (2rk) = ~a05k0, for 0 _< a, ]a[ < p, a, k E Z d, (1.3) 
where 5kj is the Kronecker delta. 
A vector-valued function • = (¢1,...,¢r)1- is said to satisfy the Strang-Fix conditions of 
order p if there exists a function ¢ E S(q~) satisfying conditions (1.3). In [10], the function ~b is 
called a superfunction. 
For each integer s > 0, define the vector-valued function X[~] : R d ~ C d~ x I by 
x i~ 1 (z )  = (z~) l~ l= ~ , z E t t  ~, (1.4)  
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where (X~)l~l__s is ads  x 1 vector with each entry being monomial with exact degree s and 
coefficient 1. Of course, we always write the entries of the vector by a fixed order. 
The matrix A[,] and matrix of polynomials Q[,,t] arise when considering the dilation and 
translation of the vector of monomials X[d. They satisfy the fundamental equations 
X[d (Ax) = A[dX[d (x), 
(. - y) = (y) xN (x). 
t=O 
(1.s) 
(1.6) 
In fact, Q[.~,t] is defined by (see [1]) 
Q[~,tl(y):(-1)*-t((~)Y'~-Z)lc~l=,,l~l= t (1.r) 
If 0 < t < s, then we have the following identity which is proven in [1]: 
8 
j=t 
(1.8) 
A[s] is given by 
A[~ 1 = (a~,~),<=<~,=s, 
where a~,o are the coefficients of the polynomial (Ax) ~ = ~-:~1~t=* a~,5 x~ for ]a I = s. 
Let {v~ E C ~×r : 0 _ a, la[ ___ p - 1} be a collection of 1 x r row vectors. We define the ds x 1 
column vectors v[,] with block entries that are the 1 x r row vectors va by 
v[~] := (V~)l~l=s, 0 < s < p. (1.9) 
Thus, v[,] is a d~ x r matrix. For each a, we define a row vector of polynomials ya : R d + C lx r  
by 
y~(x,= E (~)  vz ( -x )~-z :  E ( ( -1 ) lZ l (~)va-~)  xz" (1.10) 
0<~___a 0<¢~<a 
Note that ya(O) = u~ and yo(x) = u0 for every x E R d. With this u[s], we introduce the matrix 
Y[s] :Rd --+ (c tx r )  d'~xl of polynomials given by 
(x )  = 0 < 8 < p. (1.11) 
Then we have 
t=o i~l=t I~1 =~ (1.12) 
8 
= y~ Q[~,t] (x) v[t]. 
t=O 
Set Y[~] := (y[d(k))kezd, this matrix has infinitely many columns. 
For a d x d dilation matrix A, let f~(A) be a complete set of representatives of the distinct cosets 
of Zd/AZ d, and let ft(A -c) be a complete set of representatives of the distinct cosets of Zd/A T Z d, 
where A T denotes the transpose of A. Evidently, #fl(A) = #f~(A n-) = I det A I. Without loss of 
any generality, we may assume that 0 E fl(A) and 0 E f~(An-). 
We define some vectors i[s I by 
D[d := 2-~A[dv[d, (1.13) 
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for 0 _< s < p from Ah] and a collection of row vectors {ua E C 1Xr : 0 _< a, [a[ < p}. Then P[s] 
(0 _< s < p) are d~ x 1 column vectors with block entries that are 1 x r vectors. So we can define 
aseto f lx rvectorsP~ (0_<a, [a [_<p-1)  by 
Correspondingly, set 
(z) := 
(~a)lal=~ := P[s]. (1.14) 
o<_~3<_~(a/3)Pz(-x)~-Z=o<~<_~C(-1)IZI(~3)P~_3)x , (1.15) 
for 0 _< a, [a[ < p. Using Y[8], we define the matrix ~)[s] : R d -* (Ol×r) d~xl of polynomials 
0{s] (x) := (Ya (X))l~l=s, 0 < s < p. (1.16) 
Then it follows 
t=o IZl=t lal=s (1.17) 
8 
= Qts, j (z)  
t=O 
Using the above notations, we can define the moment conditions of mask {ck} (symbol m(~)) in 
time domain (frequency domain). 
DEFINITION 1. We say that the mask {Ck} of the refinement equation (1.1) satisfies the moment 
conditions of order p in time domain if there exists a collection of row vectors {va E C lxr : 0 _< 
a, [a[ < p} such that Uo ~ 0 and the following equations hold: 
O<_3<_a kEZ 'z 
for a E Z d and 0 <_ a, [a[ < p, and V# E ~(A), where 5~ is defined by (1.14). 
DEFINITION 2. We say that the symbol m(~) of refinement equation (1.1) satisfies the moment 
conditions of order p in frequency domain/f there exists a collection of row vectors {v~ E C s×r : 
0 <_ a, [a m < p} such that vo ~ 0 and the following equations hold for a E Z d and 0 <_ a, ]a[ < p: 
E 
0<3_<~ 
y~ /~/  (2i)l~l-I~l ~D~-~m(O)= 2-1~1~¢~, (1.19) 
o_<3_<a 
A T 
NOTE 1. In [5], Jia defined the moment conditions of order p for scalar mask, i.e., 
cAkq(Ak) = y~ CAk+uq(Ak + #), # E fl(A), for any q E IIp_l. 
kqZ d kEZ d 
Jia also proved that his conditions were related to accuracy of scalar function. We assert, in 
scalar case, our definition agrees with Jia's. This can be justified by using inductive method. 
In Section 2, we prove that the above definitions are equivalent, furthermore, under some 
mild conditions, the refinable vector ~ has accuracy p if and only if mask (symbol) satisfies 
moment conditions of order p in time domain (frequency domain). We should point out that 
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how to characterize accuracy via symbol function is an unsolved question in [1]. In Section 3, we 
study accuracy of refinable smooth vector. It is proved that if A is isotropic, the multi-integer 
translates of • are linearly independent, and there exists a collection of vectors {us E C lxr : 
0 < a, lal <_ p - l}  such that u0 ¢ 0, u0~(0) ¢ 0, and (1.19) holds. Then, Cj c W p - I (R  d) 
for j = 1 , . . . , r  imply that • has accuracy p. Here the Sobolev space WP(R d) is defined by 
W(P(R d) := {D~f E Lq(R d) : ~l~l<_p IID~fllq < co}. In other words, for refinable smooth 
functions to have accuracy p, (1.20) is redundant in isotropic matrix case. In Section 4, we 
construct superfunction by using accuracy conditions (1.19) and (1.20). The example is given in 
Section 5. 
Finally, we define the following differential operator for dilation matrix A = (ak.l)l<_kd<_d 
(AD) ~ := (al ,zD1 + ' "  + a l ,dDd)  ~'~ "'" (ad , lD1  + ' "  + ad ,dDd)  #a • (1.21) 
Correspondingly, we can define the vector with each entry being a differential operator by 
X[s] (D) := (D~) I<= s . (1.22) 
Then, we have 
Xid (AD) = A[dX[d (D). (11.23) 
2. ACCURACY CONDIT IONS IN  T IME-FREQUENCY DOMAINS 
In this section, we characterize accuracy of refinable vector in terms of mask and symbol. It is 
crucial to explore the conditions of mask ck and symbol m(~) when scaling vector (b has accuracy. 
In the case of a single, one-dimensional refinable function, A = 2, the requirement for (I) to have 
accuracy p is the following set of sum rules: 
N N 
Eck=2 and E( - -1 )k  kick 
k=0 k=0 
= 0, tbr j = 0 , . . . ,p -  1. 
The above sum rules can be stated in an equivalent form based on symbol function m(~), namely 
re(O) =1 and m (j)(Tr)=0, for j=0  . . . .  ,p -1 .  
These sum rules imply that the symbol function factorizes as m(~) = ((1 + e-i~)/2)PR(~). 
The same results for FSI in one-dimensionM case (d - 1, r > 1, A = 2) were obtained 
independently by Heil et al. [14] and by Plonka [15]. The general results were given by Cabrelli 
et al. in higher-dimensional, multifunction case with an arbitrary dilation matrix. Their main 
result can be summarized as follows (see [1, Theorems 3.11 and 3.6]). 
RESULT 1. Assume that q~ : R d --* C rxl satisfies the refinement equation (1.1), and is integrable 
and compactly supported, and the multi-integer t anslates of • are linearly independent. Then 
the following two statements are equivalent. 
(a) ~5 has accuracy p. 
(b) There exists a collection of row vectors {u~ E C ~xr : 0 <_ a, lal __ p - 1} so that L'o ¢ 0 
and one of the following equivalent statements holds: 
(bl) Y[p-l] = A[p-1]Y[p-1]L; 
(b2) Kid = A[dYblL, for 0 < s < p - 1; 
(b3) ub] = ~ker~ =0 Qb,tl(k)A[t]u[t]ek, for 0 < s < p -  1 and i = 1 , . . . ,  I detAI, 
where L := (CAk-j)k,jez,,. Note that only finitely many entries of any given row or column 
of L are nonzero. 
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The authors notice that the conditions given by Cabrelli et al. are based on some complicated 
matrices generated by mask. They also did not give the accuracy conditions via the symbol m(~). 
In what follows, we shall simplify the results of [1] and characterize the accuracy via both mask 
and symbol. Precisely, two kinds of equivalent characterization like the scalar univariate case 
will be established via symbol and masks in the FSI case with matrix dilation. Now we state the 
main result of this section. 
THEOREM 2.1. Assume that (I) : R d --~ C rxl satisfies the refinement equation (1.1), ~ is inte- 
grable and compactly supported, and the integer translates of • are linearly independent. Then 
the following statements are equivalent: 
(a) I-ip_l C_ S(~) ,  or equivalently, S(~) have accuracy p; 
(b) the matrix mask {ck} satisfies the moment conditions of order p in time domain; 
(c) the matrix symbol m(~) satisfies the moment conditions of order p in frequency domain. 
In order to prove Theorem 2.1, we first establish some results. 
LEMMA 2.2. (See [i].) Suppose that A and B are two matrices of size d × d. Then, 
(i) A[0] = 1 and A[1] = A; 
(ii) (AB)H = A[~]B[s ] (hence, irA is invertible, then so is A[s ] and (A[s]) -1 = (A-~)[s]); 
(iii) let A be an invertible matrix (ifO < t < s and y E R d, then Q[~,t](Ay) = A[s]Q[s,t](y)A~]l); 
(iv) let ~ = (A1,... ,Ad) T be the vector of eigenvalues of A, then the vector of eigenvalues 
olAf4 is [£~]l~l=~" 
LEMMA 2.3. For k, 1 E Z d, let y[s](k +l), 9[s](k+/), ya(k +l), and 9a(k +l) be defined, respectively, 
by (1.11), (1.16), (1.10), and (1.15) in Section 1. Then the following formulas axe valid: 
Y[s] (k + I) = ~ Q[s,u] (l) y[u] (k), (2.1) 
u=O 
y~(k+l )= E (~)  ( - l )a-zy~(k) '  (2.2) 
o<_~<_~ 
Y[s] (k + l) = ~ Q[s,u] (l) y[u] (k), (2.3) 
u=0 
f l~(k+l)= E (a~) (- l )~-z~z(k)" (2.4) 
o<_~<a 
PROOF. We first prove (2.3) and (2.4). Using (1.17) and (1.8), we have 
t=0 
) 
t=O 
u 
= ~ ~ oi~,~l (0 QI~,~I (k)~t~ 
u=O t----O 
8 U 
= ~ Q(s,~l (l) ~ Q(~,~) (k) ~E~1 
u=0 t~0 
$ 
= ~ O[~,uj (0 ~t~ (k). 
u=0 
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This completes the proof of (2.3). By definition (1.15) of ~)~(x), we get 
~)~(k+/)= E (-1) '~l(~) (k+/)~a-;~ 
o<_3<a 
o<~<a o_ ._~ 
= E E (-1)'ZI(~) (~) lTkz-tpa-~ 
0<t<a t<_~<_a 
O<t<a O<_fl<_a-t 
= E E (-l)l~l(-1)'tl(t) (a ; t ) lTk~-~-t  
O<t<a O<_~<a--t 
O<t<a O<_fl<_a-t 
O<t<a 
this implies (2.4). Equations (2.1) and (2.2) can be proved similarly. 
LEMMA 2.4. For # E t2(A), de/~ne 
Ot'(a):= E E (a~) 2'N(-Ak-tt)~-~E'~cA~+w 
kEZ ,~ O<fl<_a 
The l l ,  
o_</3<a kEZ a 
PROOF. By definition of O~(a) and (1.15), we get 
O~(a)= E E (a~) 21N(-Ak-#)~-~F~cAk+~ 
kEZ,~ o<_13<_a 
zz(°) 
kEZ'~ o<_Z<~ fl
0 # # E ~(A). 
t=0 
=E E 
kEZ d O_<,3<a O<t<a-~ 
= E E E (at) (~)(-i)'~I-'Zl21ZI(Ak)t-Z#~-tE'ZCAk+~ 
k6Z a 0<fl<_a f l<t<a 
kEZ a 0<t<a 0_<~<t 
= E E E ( t )  (t~) (-1)`aI-'t'2Itl - - -  #a-tFJ cz Ak+~ 
kEZ a 0<t<a 0_<~3_<t 
kEZ d 0<t<a 
OL t ) ( -  [ J 'a-~-t~CAk-l - l t  
(2.5) 
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Since only finitely many ck are nonzero, we can interchange the order of the summation. This 
completes the proof of Lemma 2.4. I 
LEMMA 2.5. For  a ,  f l  • Z d and  # • ~(A), we have  
PROOF. First we have 
Let e = (1, . . . ,1).  Then, 
Z (7 )  (f3) (-1)lll-I~l= Z 
~<l<_a ~<_l<a 
=fo, o<Z<,~, Z#a, (2.6) / 1, 3=a.  
= #a-Z Z 
~<l<a 
o<_l<a-3 
- Z) ( -e/  
0<l<a-~ {0 
1, /3=a. 
~#~, 
where 9a (x) is defined by (1.15). 
PROOF. By Result 1, # has accuracy p if and only if 
Y[~] = A[sIY[sIL, for 0 < s < p - 1, 
i.e., 
Z Ais]Y[4(k) CAk-Z=Y[sl(l), O<s<p-1 ,  I cZ  d. (2.9) 
kEZ a 
In fact, (2.9) is equivalent to 
A[slY[~] (k) CAk_Al+l, = YIs ] (Al - #), 
kEZ a 
fo r#E~(A) ,  I E Z d, 
Z ~ la (~)  cAk=2-]alya(O)=2-1alu"' 
kEZ d 
kEZ d 
(2.8) 
(2.7) 
Thus, (2.6) follows. ] 
Now we characterize the accuracy of the refinable vector ~. 
THEOREM 2.6. Assume that • : R d ~ C rxl satisfies the refinement equation (1.1), • is inte- 
grable and compactly supported, and the integer translates of • are linearly independent. Then 
has accuracy p if and only if there exists a collection of row vectors {us E C lxr : 0 < Or, [0~[ < p} 
so that uo # 0 and the following equations hold: 
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i . e ,o  
E A[slYM (k +l)cAk+t'=YH (Al- It) '  
kEZ,t 
We can prove that (2.10) is equivalent to 
E A[~]Y[sI (k) CAkq-i~ -~- Y[~I (- I t) ,  
kEZ ,t 
for#Egt(A) ,  O <_ s < p, 1E Z d. (2.10) 
for ItE~t(A), 0_<s<p.  (2.11) 
Let I = 0. Then (2.10) is (2.11). The converse can be obtained from the following calculation by 
using Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3: 
AE~1~E~ 1 (k + l) ~+.  -- ~ At~j ~ Q[~,~l (1)yE,1 (k) ~+~ 
kEZ d kEZ d t---O 
8 
= E A[~]Q[~,t] (1) E y[t] (k) CAk+t, 
t=O kEZ d 
8 
: ~ AHQ[~,t ] (1)A-~] 1 ~ AitlY[tl (k)cAk+. 
t=O kEZ d 
$ 
= E Q[8,t] (Al) Y[t] ( -#)  
t=0 
- Y[8] (Al - It). 
Thus, we have proved that (2.10) and (2.11) are equivalent. 
By definition of ~, we get 
8 
kEZ d kEZ d t=O 
8 
= 28 E E 2t-~A[~]O[8, t] (k) A~]12-tA[t]v[~]CAk+t ' 
kEZ d t~-O 
= 2 A[t]U[tlcnk+. 
kEZ,l t~O 
kEZ d t=O 
kEZ a 
Hence, by definition of Y[8], (2.11) can be written into 
E ~l[sl(-~--)CAk+t~=2-SY[8] (-It)' fo rO<s<p- land i tE~(A) ,  
kEZ,l 
i.e., 
kEZ,~ 
By noting that y~(0) = u~, we conclude that (2.9) ¢=~ (2.10) ¢v (2.11) ¢=> (2.12) ~ (2.7) 
and (2.8). This completes the proof of Theorem 2.6. I 
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THEOREM 2.7. Assume that • : R d --+ C rx l  satisfies the refinement equation (1.1), ~ is inte- 
grable and compactly supported, and the integer translates of • are linearly independent. Then 
has accuracyp if and only if there exists a collection of row vectors {vs E C lx r  : 0 ~ 0 6 lOLl < p} 
so that Yo ¢ 0 and O,(a)  = y~ for # E f~(A), a E Z d and 0 < a, la[ < p. 
PROOF. By Theorem 2.6, we only need to prove that (2.7) and (2.8) are equivalent to O,(c~) = us 
for#Ef~(A)  and0_<a,  lc~ I _<p-1 .  
Suppose that (2.7) and (2.8) are valid. Then, we have 
oo~o~: ~ z (~)~ ~°'~ 
kEZ a 0_<B<s 
kEZ,~ 
= ~ (0 )  = .~. 
When # ¢ 0, by Lemma 2.4, we have 
o_<z<_s 
&(;)  
:0~%(;) 
kEZ d 
(-,)~-~ y~ ( - , )  
Suppose O,(a)  = us for # E ~(A). We shall prove that (2.7) and (2.8) are true. The left 
side of (2.7) is 
) 
kEZ d kEZ d 0 c~ /)~ CAk 
kEZ '~ 0_<fl_<s 
= 2-1slo0 (a) = 2-Mu,~. 
kEZ ,l 
This follows (2.7). Multiplying 2 I~l to the left side of (2.8), we have 
O<_fl<_~ 13<_l<_a kEZ,~ 
0<l<a O<_~<_l kEZ a 
: z (~)o ,o  . . (l) 
O<_l<_~ 
kcZ, l  
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o<l<_a 
This follows (2.8). The proof of Theorem 2.7 is completed. | 
THEOREM 2.8. Assume that • : R d ~ C rx l  satisfies the refinement equation (1.1), ~ is inte- 
grable and compactly supported, and the integer translates of ¢ are linearly independent. Then 
has accuracy p if and only if there exists a collection of row vectors {~ E C ~×~ : 0 _< a, [a I < p} 
so that ~o ~ 0 and (1.19),(1.20) hold for a E Z ~ and 0 <_ a, la[ < p. 
PROOF. By Theorems 2.6 and 2.7, we only need to prove that (1.19) and (1.20) are equivalent 
toO, (a )=~a fo r#Ef l (A ) ,aEZ d ,and0_<a,  [a [<p-1 .  
Since 
I det AI E 
o<fi_<~ 
= 2-1~1 E 
0<~<~ fl kEZ,Z 
~ (2i) '~1-''~' i' '~'-I~1 (-k)  °-~ e '~ze~ 
kEZ,~ o<_fl<_a 
kEZ d O<_fl<_a 
(() ),~+,, ( afl ) 21~l (_Ak _ #).-~ e-~.~,t,. A T -'~ _ 
= 2-1~t E 
= 2-1~1 E 
kEZ a 
= 2-1~1 E 
ttEn(A) 
= 2-1~1 E 
ttEa(A) 
E E 
lzEf~( A ) O~_fl~_a 
UEf~(A) O~flKa 
E 
kEZ d 0_<fl_<a 
-2 ' ' ' "  ((AT)-''~) 0,, (~), 
( ~ ) 21~l (--Ak -- #)a-fl ~/~CAk+~ 
we see that (1.19) and (1.20) can be represented, respectively, as 
O,(a )  = I detA l~,  
,en(A) 
E e--2rit*'((AT)-~)O"(a)=O' for 0 ¢ w E f~ (AT) " (2.14) 
~(A)  
(2.13) 
Since Y~e~(A)e--2~i''(AT)-'"~ = 0 for 0 ¢ w E Yt(A T) (see [5]), we know that O~(a) = 
~ for every # E f~(A) is a solution of equations (2.13) and (2.14). Noting that the matrix 
(e--2~i~'((AT)-I~))t,e~(A),,~(AT) is invertible (see [5]), then Ot,(a ) = ~a for every p E f~(A) is 
the unique solution of equations (2.13) and (2.14). This completes the proof of Theorem 2.8. | 
NOTE 2. From the proof of Theorem 2.8, we conclude that Definition 1 is equivalent to Defini- 
tion 2. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1. By Theorems (2.6)-(2.8), we finish the proof of Theorem 2.1. | 
NOTE 3. We consider the scalar case for multivariable refinable function with arbitrary dilation 
matrix. Noting that ~0 -- v0 ¢ 0 and by induction on [al, we obtain the following conditions: 
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.~ (0) = 1, 
a(A T) 
Da/n (27r (AT) -1~)  :0 ,  w C {0} " 
These conditions were first derived by J ia [5] by a different approach. 
NOTE 4. In the case in which the dilation matr ix  is 2 t imes identity matr ix,  we can choose 
~(A)  = ~(A  T) = E d, the set of all the vertices of the unit cube [0,1] d, i.e., E d = {# = 
( /A1 , . . . ,pd)  E Z d : P i  = 0 or 1 for every i --- 1 , . . . ,d} .  Then A[s] = 2Sld.~xd~, /)Is] : tZ[s], 
z)[~] = Y[sl for 0 _< s < p, and 5~ = ~,  ~)~ = y~ for 0 _< a, [a[ < p. 
3. ACCURACY OF  SMOOTH REF INABLE FUNCTIONS 
In this section, we discuss the relationship between accuracy and smoothness propert ies of a 
mult ivariate refinable vector. 
In scalar case with the dilation matr ix A being 2 times the identity matrix,  it was proved 
by J ia [16] that  (I) E WP(R d) and (F(0) ~ 0 imply that [IF E S((I)) and S((I)) provides approxi- 
mat ion order p + 1. Furthermore, in [5], J ia generalized the above results to the case in which 
the dilation matr ix  is isotropic. 
In this section, we shall extend the results in [5] to multiple case. It  is interesting that  we 
only need the accuracy conditions (1.19) in our result (for smooth functions to have accuracy p, 
equation (1.20) is redundant).  Since the structure of FSI (finitely shift-invariant) space is different 
from the PSI  (principle shift-invariant) space, it is nontrivial to generalize J ia 's results to multiple 
cases. In our case, there are two obstacles to overcome. First, we need to construct a function ¢ 
generated by refinable vector (I) such that  ¢ satisfies Strang-Fix conditions. But in scalar case, we 
only need to discuss the scalar function (I) directly. Second, we need to treat  the matr ix  product 
n I l j=l m((AT)J- I~) which is much more complicated than scalar case. (In scalar case, since m(~) 
n is not a matr ix  function, we can change the order of the factors in 1-I j=l m((AT) j - I~) .) 
We say that  A is isotropic if A is similar to a diagonal matr ix d iag(a l , . . .  ,ad) with ]al] = 
. . . .  [Crd[ = a = [detAil~ d. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let A be an isotropic matrix with spectral radius a. For every vector norm [[ • [[ 
on R d, there exist two positive constants C1 and C2 such that the inequalities 
Clo-nllffll < IIA*~,~II ~ C2onlt,~ll 
hold for any positive integer n and every vector It E R d. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let A be an isotropic matr ix  with spectral radius (z. For a p - 1 differentiable 
function f on R d and each positive integer r less than p, there exists a positive constant C 
depending only on r and the matr ix  A such that 
max D~f ( (AT)n . ) (~)  <ca~nmax D~f ( (AT)~)  V~ER d. 
i~1= r - i~l=r ' 
The above two lemmas can be found in [5]. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let {u~ E C lxr  : 0 < a,  lal _< p -  1} be a collection of 1 x r vectors. Then, 
1 x r vector function ~-(~) = (rl(~) . . . .  ,Tr(~)) of the form T(~) = ~-~o<_j,ljl<ph(j)e~J~ can be 
uniquely determined by the above collection of vectors such that 7(~) satisfies the following 
linear equations: 
D~T (0) = i1~1,~, for 0 < a, [a[ <p-  1, (3.1) 
where h(j) is an 1 x r vector for each j.  
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PROOF. Equations (3.1) can be written as 
E j~h( j )=u~,  fo r0_<a,  la[<_p-1. O<_j,[j[<p 
Since {e ij~ : 0 ~ j, IJl < P -  1} is linearly independent, he matr ix  (ja)a,j is nonsingular for 
0 < a, 0 <_ j ,  and IJ[ -< P - 1, lal < p - 1. Then the above equations have a unique solution 
and ~-(~) can be uniquely determined by the linear system (3.1). This completes the proof of 
Lemma 3.3. | 
LEMMA 3.4. Let {us E C ix r  : 0 ~ o~, [o~[ < p -- 1} be a collection of 1 x r vectors and T(~) be 
the vector of trigonometric polynomials defined in Lemma 3.3. Then 
~a = (2i) -[al (AD) a ~- (0), for 0 _< ~, I~1 -<p-  1, (3.2) 
where 5a is defined in (1.14). 
PROOF. By (3.1), we have 
uis] = i-~X[sl (D)T(O), for 0 < s < p -- 1. 
Multiplying A[s] on both sides of the above identity, we obtain 
A{s]u[s] = i-~AN (XM(D)T) (0), for 0 < s < p - 1. 
From the definition of u[s] and (1.23), we conclude that 
5[~1 = (2i) -~ A[s] (ZIs] (D) T(0)) = (2i) -~ (X[~] (AD) T) (0), 
or equivalently, 
(u~)l~l=, = ( (2i)-I"1 (AD)~ 7(0))lol=s' 
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.4. I 
LEMMA 3.5. Let m(~) be the matrix symbol function of the refinement equation (1.1). Suppose 
that there exists a collection of 1 x r vector {us E C ]xr : 0 _ a, [c~ I < p - 1} such that the 
symbol m(~) satisfies (1.19). Let T(~) be the vector of trigonometric polynomials defined in 
Lemma 3.3. Then for 0 <_ a, la[ < p - 1, any positive integer n and V k E Z d, we have 
( n )) 
Hm((;) 
j= l  
t OO PROOF. For simplicity, define a sequence of vector-valued function { ,~(~)}~=l by 
n 
j= l  
Applying Leibnitz's formula, noting that T(.) and m(.) are of period 27r, we have 
D~t, (27rk) : E 
E 
o<B<_a 
( ~ ) D~ - (A T-) (2~rk)D~-~m (2~rk) 
( ~ ) (AD)~ T(O) D"-~m(O), 
(3.4) 
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This establishes (3.3) for n -- 1. 
Suppose that (3.3) is valid for n - 1, i.e., D~tn_l(27rk) = Dar(0). Noting that 
tn (~) = tn- l" ( A T ~) m (~) (3.5) 
and using Leibnitz's formula again, we obtain 
(°) Datn (21rk) = ~ /3 D~tn_l (A T.) (27rk) D~-Zm (27rk). (3.6) 
0<~_<~ 
By the induction hypothesis D~tn_l(2~rk) = D~T(O) for 0 _ a, lal < p -- 1, we claim that 
Dfltn_l (A T') (2~k) = (2i) ]~] 5ft. (3.7) 
In fact, this can be derived from the following calculation: 
(D~tn_l (A T.) (2~k))lN= s = ((AD) ~ tn-1 (0))lfll=s 
= X N (An)tn-1 (0) = A[~]X N (n) tn-1  (0) 
= A[s] (D~tn-, (0))IZI=~ = A[~] (n~r  (0))IZI= ~ 
= A[s]i~v[s] = (2i) ~ P[~] 
_- ((2i) IN DZ)I~}= - 
By (3.6), (3.7), and (1.19), we obtain 
o_<~_<~ 
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.5. I 
THEOREM 3.6. Let m([) be the matrix symbol function of refinement equation (1.1). Assume 
that there existsa collection of vector {v~ E C lxr : 0 < a, la[ < p - l ,  v0 ¢ 0} such that 
equation (1.19) holds. Suppose that • = (¢1,...,¢~)-c is a compactly supported solut.ion of 
the refinement equation (1.1) and the multi-integer translates of • are linearly independent. If 
v0~(0) ¢ 0 and Cj E WP-I(R d) for j = 1,...  ,r, then • has accuracyp, i.e., IIp_l C S(~). 
NOTE 5. Linear independence and compact support are necessary conditions for constructing 
orthogonal wavelets, tJ0(~(0) ~ 0 is a natural condition in scalar case. The example satisfying 
the conditions of Theorem 3.6 in multiple case can be found in Section 5. 
PROOF. In order to prove IIp_l C S(~), it suffices to find a function ¢ which is finitely linear 
combination of the integer translates of Cj, j = 1,...  ,r  such that for 0 < a, [al < p - 1 
D~¢ (2~k) = 5~o5ko, for k E Z d. (3.8) 
Let T(~) = ~o<_j,lJl<_p_l h(j)e ij( be the 1 x r vector-valued trignometric polynomial defined in 
Lemma 3.3. Define ~b(x) by 
(~) = T (~) ~ (~). (3.9) 
In what follows, we shall prove that ¢(x) satisfies (3.8). 
(a )  (2i)]~ I pzDa_Zm (0) = DaT (0) D~tl (21rk) = J 
0<f~<a 
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A repeated application of the refinement equation (1.2) yields that, for all positive integers n, 
j=l 
Since v(~) and m(~) are 27r periodic, we get 
T (271"k) 4 ((AT)n 21rk) .~ T (0)(m (o))n 4 (27Fk). 
Noting that T(0) = ~0 and L,0m(0) = v0, using (3.9), we obtain 
~(2zck)=~-(O)~(27r(Ar)nk), fo rkeZ d. (3.11) 
Since Cj C LI(Rd), by the Riemann-Lebesgue Lemma, we have 
~b(27ck)=nlirnooT(O)~(2~r(Ar)nk):O, forkEZd\{o}.  
For k = 0, we have ~(0) = T(0)~)(0) = V0(~(0) # 0. We can normalize ~ such that ~(0) = 1. 
This establishes (3.8) for a = 0 and k E Z a. 
From (3.9) and (3.10), we deduce that 
((AT)°) (2 k) 
( o ) (3.12) 
= E "((;)°')'I Ira((;7 
0~fl<_a j=l 
Furthermore, applying Lemma 3.5 to (3.12), using (3.9), we conclude that 
DC~¢(27rk)=D'~2((AT)n.)(27rk), fo r0<a_<p-1 ,  VkEZ d. (3.13) 
Especially, let k = 0 in (3.13), then D"¢(0) = (AnD)"~(O). We conclude that 
X[s] (n )¢  (0 ) ( (AN)~)  -1 = X{s] (D) ~ (0), for 0 < s < P- (3.14) 
Since A is isotropic, there exists a matrix A such that A = Adiag(al , . . .  ,crd)A -1. Obviously, 
A_n = Adiag(a~-n, -n -1 . . . ,a d )A . Noting Property (ii) of the matrix A[~] (see Lemma 2.2), we 
have 
((A[s])~) -1 = (A-n)[s] = A[~] (diag(a~-~,... ,adn))[~] A~.  
Since the dilation matrix A is isotropic and its spectrum radium is strictly larger than 1, we 
get limn~oo((A[sl)n) -1 = 0 for s > 0. Hence, X[8](D)g)(0) = 0 for s > 0, correspondingly, 
D¢'~(0) = 0 for a ~ 0 and lal < p - 1. This establishes (3.8) for 0 < a, la[ G p - 1 and k = 0. 
By the definition of ¢(x), we know that 0(x) is a finitely linear combination of the multi-integer 
translates of Cj, for j = 1, . . . ,  r. Precisely, by (3.9) and Lemma 3.3, we obtain 
¢ (x) = E h (j) (I) (x + j ) .  
O~_jdj[~_p--1 
Since ~j c WP-I(Rd), it deduces that ~.,(x) E Wp-I(Rd). 
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For j = 1 , . . . ,  d, let ej be the jth coordinate unit column vector. Let ¢~ be the function given 
by Ca(x) : ( - ix)a¢(x) ,  x c R d. Then, for 0 < ,k = ]al < P - 1, 
i.e., 
(D ~e~ ( - ix)  ~ ¢ (x) ) (~) : (i~) ~e~ D~ (~), 
( ( - iD)  ~j  ¢~ (x)) (~) = (reJD~Ib ((). 
Since ~b(x) E W~-I(Rd),  we have (-iD)~eJ~b~ C LI(Rd). By the Riemann-Lebesgue L mma, we 
obtain 
linloo(27[(AT)nk)AeJP°~(27[(AT)nk) -:0 , for k E fd \ {0}. (3.15) 
This is true for j = 1 , . . . ,  d, hence, it follows that 
limo~ 2~r(AT)nk ~D~(27r (AT)~k) :O ,  fo rkEZd\{o} ,  (3.16) 
where I1" II is a vector norm on R d. By Lemma 3.1, there exists a positive constant C1 > 0 
independent of n such that 
C1anllkll < (AT)  n k . 
Therefore, 
lim (7";~D~(27r(AT)nk):O, fork6Zd\{o}. (3.17) 
Finally, by using (3.13) and Lemma 3.2 together with (3.17), we conclude that 
< O'AnDa~) (27[(dT)nk) -----4 O, for k 6 Zd \ {o}. 
This establishes (3.8) for 0 < a _~ p -  1 and k E Z d \ {0}. The proof of Theorem 3.6 is 
completed. | 
4. SUPERFUNCTION AND ACCURACY 
In [9], Jia characterizes the approximation order of finitely shift-invariant space S(~). 
RESULT 2. Let (I) = {¢1, . . . ,  Cr } be a finite collection of compactly supported functions in Lq (R d) 
1 < q < o~. Suppose that the sequences (¢j(27r/9))Zez,~  j = 1,. . .  ,r are linearly independent. 
Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(a) S((I)) provides Lq-approximation rder p; 
(b) S((I)) provides Lq-density order p - 1; 
(c) _c 
(d) • satisfies the Strung-Fix conditions of order p, i.e., there exists a superfunction satisfying 
the Strung-Fix conditions. 
From Result 2, we know that the superfunction plays an important role in characterising ap- 
proximation order of FSI space and accuracy of refinable vector. In this section, we shall establish 
a relationship between superfunction and accuracy of refinable functions with arbitrary dilation. 
Precisely, we shall use the accuracy conditions (1.19) and (1.20) to construct he superfunction 
of refinable functions. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let {~a C C l×r : 0 < a, [a I < p - 1} be the collection of 1 x r vectors given in 
Definition 2, m(() be the symbol function satisfying the accuracy conditions (1.19) and (1.20), 
and T(() be 1 × r trigonometric polynomial vector of degree p - 1 defined by (3.1). Define 
t(() :: T(()In ((AT) -I (). (4.1) 
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Then t(~) has the following properties: 
(i) t(AT~) is 2~r-periodic and t(O) ¢ O, 
(ii) t(~) has a zero of order p at each of the points 27cgt(A T) \ {0}, i.e., D~t(2:rw) = 0 for 
w e f~(A T) \ {0}, 0 <_ a, and I~1 < p - i ,  
(iii) t(AT~) -- T(~) has a zero of order p at the origin, i.e., D~(t(A T.) - 7(.))(0) = 0 for 0 < a 
and lal <- p - 1. 
PROOF. The 2~r-periodicity of t(AT~) is easily known from the 27r-periodicity of~- and m. Noting 
that ~0 = 5o and using (3.2) and (3.1), together with (1.19), we conclude that 
t(o) =~(o) .4o)  = .o~(o)  = ~o-~(o) =.o  5o .  
Property (iii) is a natural conclusion of Lemma 3.5 in Section 3. We only need to prove (ii). 
In order to prove (ii), it is sufficient o prove D~t(AT.)(27c(AT)-iw) = 0, for w E ~(A T) \ {0}, 
0 _< a, and [al _< p - 1. Since t(A T-) = 7(AT.)m(.) (see (4.1)), using Leibnitz' formula and (3.2) 
and the 27r-periodicity of ~-, we get 
Dat(AT . )  (2Tr(AT)-tw) = (;) 
o<f~<a 
o<~<_~ fl --z(o) 
o_<~_<~ fl 
= (2i) I~1 
=0,  
((AD)flT) (27~d) Da-flTTt (2~(AT)-I~) 
(2i)''1 
o<fl<~ 
for w E a(A T) \ {0}. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 4.1. 
THEOREM 4.2. Assume that ~ : R d --~ C rxi satisfies the refinement equation (1.1), ~ is inte- 
grable and compactly supported, the multi-integer translates of • are linearly independent, and 
there exists a collection of row vectors {~a E C lxr : 0 < c h Ic~l < p - 1} with ~o ~ 0 such that 
the symbol function m(~) of (1.1) satisfies the accuracy conditions (1.19) and (1.20). Define 
6 (4) := ~ (4) 4 (¢), (4.2) 
where 7(4 ) = ~-~0<_J,l/t<p h(j)eiJ~ is a 1 × r trigonometric polynomial vector with degree p - 1 
determined by linear system (3.1). Then ~ is the superfunction unique up to a constant having 
the following properties: 
(i) it is a finitely linear combination of the integer translates ~(. + l), 0 < l, ]/[ _< p - 1 of ~; 
(ii) Da~(27rl) = 0 for 1 E Z d \ {0}; 
(iii) D~b(O) = 0 for 0 <_ c~ ~ O, [a] < p, and ~(0) ¢ O. 
NOTE 6. We can normalize ~p such that ~(0) = 1. Then Theorem 4.2 indicates that tb satisfies the 
Strang-Fix condition D~(27rl) = 5~,051,o f r 0 <_ a, Ic~[ _< p -  1 and l E Z d. So its corresponding 
PSI space S(~b) provides approximation order p. 
PROOF. From the definition of ~p and z, (i) is evident. By (4.2), (4.1), and the refinement 
equation, we see that 
(AT~) = t (ATQ ~ (~). (4.3) 
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According to Lemma 4.1, t(AT~) is 2r-periodic and Dat(2~rw) = 0 for w E 12(A T) \ {0}, 0 _< a, 
lal _< p - 1, we conclude that D~t(~) = 0, for ~ E 2zc(Z d\ ATzd), and then 
Da¢ (~) = O, for 0 _< a, ]a I _< p - 1, and ~ E 27r (Z d \ ATzd). (4.4) 
On the other hand, 
(ATe) -- ~ (~) = (t (ATe) -- T (~)) 4) (~). (4.5) 
Using the facts that t(AT~) -- T(~) is 2zr-periodic and t(AT~) -- r(~) has a zero of order p at the 
origin, we conclude that t(AT~) - T(~) has a zero of order p at each of the points 2rZ d, and then 
D~((p(AT.)-~b(.))(~)=O, for~E27rZ d, O<_a, [a]<p. (4.6) 
So ¢(A T.) has a zero of order p at each of the points 21r (Z d \ A T zd), i.e., 
D'~,~ (~) = O, for 0_< a, la [ _<p-1 ,  and~E2~r(ATzd\(AT)2zd).  (4.7) 
Proceeding by induction, we conclude that for any n E Z and n >_ 0, 
D"~b(~)=O, for 0_<a, [h i<p- i ,  and~E27r((AT)"zd\(AT)'~+Izd). (4.8) 
Therefore, Da~ (2~r/) = 0 for any l E Z d \ {0}, 0 _< a, and [a[ < p. 
Now we prove the last property (iii) of ¢. First, we need to prove Da¢ (0) = 0 for la[ = s > 0, 
s < p. By (4.6), we have 
i.e., 
(AD) ~¢(0)=D~¢(0),  a>0,  [a[<p.  
According to the notation X[s](D) in (1.22) and using (1.23), we have 
and then 
(A[8] - I) (X[8] (D) ¢) (O) = O, for s > 0. 
Since the modulus of each eigenvalue of A is larger than 1, by Lemma 2.2, we know that 1 is not 
the eigenvalue of A[s] for s > 0, then A[s] - I is invertible and (X[s](D)¢)(0) = 0 for 0 < s < p. 
It is clear that D~¢(0) = 0 for 0 _< a ~ 0 and [hi < p. 
Finally, it is left to prove ¢(0) ¢ 0. Since 
(2k ) = (0) (2k ) (2k ) (0) = (0) 
kEZ a kEZ a 
where G(~) :=- ~-~k~Z; ~(~ + 2k~r)(~*(~ + 2k~r). The linear independence of the multi-integer 
translates of • implies that G(0) is nonsingular. Since v0 ¢ 0, we see that ~-~kez; [¢(2kTr)[ 2 ~ 0. 
However, we have proved that ¢(~) = 0 on 27rZ d\ {0), hence, ~(0) ~ 0. I 
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5. EXAMPLE 
The following example was first given by Strang and Strela [17]. Now we give some; new 
properties about it. Let ~(x) = (el(x), ¢2(x)) T be the 2 x 1 univariate vector function defined 
by 
r 
¢1 (t) = / 
¢2 (t) = { 
% 
Obviously, ¢1 and ¢2 E CI(R), and 
and masks co, el, c2 
C O = 
3t 2 -2 t  3, t•  [0,1], 
3(2--t) 2 -2 (2 - t )  a, t•[1,2], 
0, otherwise; 
--t 2 + t 3, 
(2--t) 2 -- (2-- t) a, 
0, 
t c  [0, 1], 
t e [1, 2], 
otherwise. 
satisfies the refinement equation (1.1) with dydaic dilation 
( 12 - i )  (1 )  (12 43) 
1 , el =diag 1, , c2 = 1 1 " 
8 ~ ~ -~ 
The mask m(~) = (1/2) v'2 c. e -ik~ satisfies the following accuracy conditions: A..,k =0 t~ 
/=0 
l=O 
[" dJ-I "~ 
/], (2i) '-~ [, - -~--~) (~)1~=o 
~, (2i) ~-j ~-~-~)(~) l~=~ 
for j = 0,... ,3 and /]0 = (1,0), /]1 : (1,1), /]2 = (1,2), 
(P has accuracy 4, i.e., the translates of • can reproduce 
= 2-J/]j, 
= 0, 
and Y3 = (1,3). Thus by Theorem 2.8, 
monomials 1, x, x 2, X 3. In fact, 
~J = ~ yj(l)~ (t + l), 
ICZ 
for j = 0,.. . ,  3, where yj(l) is defined by (1.10). In fact, we have 
yo(1) = (1,0), yl(1) = (-I + 1,1), 
Y2(/) : ((l -1)2 , -2 (/ - 1)), Ya(/) : ( - (1 -1 )3 ,3 ( l  1 )2 ) .  
Now we construct the superfunction satisfying Properties (i)-(iii) in Theorem 4.2. The vector- 
valued trigonometric polynomials 7(~) = (Tl(~), r2(~)) = ~-~=0 h(l) eil~ with h(l) = (hi(l), h2(1)) 
can be uniquely determined by the following linear system: 
I I i ) [h(O)'~ (Uo) 
0 1 2 13 /h (1 ) /  = "1 
0 13 2 3 3 3 \h (3 ) /  /]3 
By calculation, we get 
h(2) = (0, 1), 
h l =(1 1) 
(0 1) 
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So we have 
~ (~) = e% 
l l e i~+e2 i~_ le3~"  
v2 (~) - 3 
Hence, the superfunction ¢ is 
1 1 1 
¢(x) = ¢1 (x + 1) - ~¢2 (x) - 5¢2 (x + 1) + ¢2 (x + 2) - ~¢2 (x + 3). 
The explicit expression of ¢ is 
¢(x) = 
1 3 4 2 7 -~x  -~x -~x-3, xe[ -3 , -2 ] ,  
5X3 13 2 43 11 + -~x + -Cx + -~, x • [-2,-1], 
--3x3 - 3x 2 - i x  + 1, x • [-1, 0], 
2 2 
l 7 5 2 1 
~x - 5x - 5x + 1, x • [0,1], 
1 3 8 4 -~x  + 5x2 - ~x + ~, x • [1,2], 
0, otherwise. 
By calculation, we have 
\ i¢ ) \ i~ ) 
' p4(z) + 
\ i~ ) i¢ 
where z -- e i~ and Laurent polynomials p j ,  j = 1, . . . ,  4 are 
1 3 7 8 3 - i  1 -2 p~(z)=-~z  +z  ~-~z+~-~z +~z , 
17z2 22 4 10 -1 5 -2 
p2(z)=-  z 3+ 3 3 - - -~z+ +-~z  ~z , 
7 3 32z2 23 13 - i  8 -2 
p3(z )=-~z  + 3 -~z- -cz  +~z , 
20 2 8 1 -1 4 -2 P4 (Z) ---- --3Z 3 q- "~-Z -- ~z+ ~z ~z . 
Straight calculation leads to the explicit form of 
i (z  - 1) 4 (z + 2) z -2  
(~) -- 3 ~3 
( z  - 1)  4 ( z  - 2)  z -2  
~4 
which implies that ~p satisfies the Strang-Fix conditions with p -- 4. 
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